Fuel Dashboard  
Fuel savings made simple

Fuel Dashboard provides you with complete visibility into your aviation fuel usage. This fully hosted solution offers automated data processing and a powerful, yet simple user interface. Easily identify, monitor and report on fuel efficiency throughout every stage of your operation.

The value to you:
- Your fuel data, in one place
- Improved fuel analysis
- More informed decision making
- Customer-proven savings of up to 4.3%

With Fuel Dashboard:
- Gain complete visibility into your aviation fuel usage
- Track how each aircraft is using fuel in every phase of every flight
- Analyze future savings potential with predictive modeling
- Improve flight planning capabilities

The advantage you get when choosing us:
- Fully hosted solution
- Easy to implement, easy to use
- Powerful analytics using a common and secure data source
- Capability to generate and analyze optimum flight plans
- Superior data management
- Supports all aircraft types
- Dedicated interfaces for pilots and dispatchers

Learn more about what we offer.
For more information about Fuel Dashboard, visit jeppesen.com/fuel.